
 
Space Minutes January 7, 2015 
 
Attendees: Tom Mercado, Sharon Goodman, Susan Keefe, David McAvity, Steve Trotter, Jeanne Rynne 
 
Recorder: Bianca Janssen-Timmen 
 
The December meeting minutes were approved as written. 
 
Mission of Space Management and Campus Land Use Committee (CLUC) 
The committee had a discussion of how the Space Management Committee can have a more enable role 
and Steve Trotter emphasized that the committee talked enough about the issue and that it is time to start 
working on specific tasks to update the mission. 
Questions that came up where: 
What have we learned so far? And what are the key issues to address? 
In order to come to a combined conclusion, it would be necessary to merge the two committees first and 
restructure the member allocation. The question that arose at this point was: How to achieve the reduction 
of the attending members? In those terms, Steve suggested to think about the purpose of the 
memberships; are they supposed to be subject matter expertise or rather representative liaison?  
One suggestion was to keep the two committees with all the members as “sub-committees” that meet 
monthly and have a combined meeting once a quarter. 
 
Sem I Discussion  
In the Library and Lab remodels, classroom spaces were lost, so Jeanne asked Susan Keefe, to do a 
survey of all instructional spaces. The result was, we currently could serve 3600 FTEs at one time, not 
5000, as it was planned when Sem II was build. 
In order to determine or get a better picture of what spaces should be considered in Sem I, Academics 
should look at their future curriculum plans and give Facilities a vague orientation of where the College is 
heading toward in terms of Programs, because that should be the driver of that space. Jeanne asked David 
if he could have this information available for the next combined meeting of the CLUC and Space 
Management on February 25, 2016, as well as for the Kick-off meeting for the pre-design of Sem I on 
February 14, 2016. Another driver and conversation point is the original intend of Evergreen, to have 
flexible spaces. 
 
 
The meeting ended at 2:05pm 
The next meeting will be February 25, 2016 


